
PRICING GUIDE





Albums
 

                                                                         Linen Album: $900                         Leather Cover: +$250
                                                                                        -wedding album designed in-house                  The leather albums are the highest quality

                                                                                                              -manufactured by Kiss Albums                         and most impressive albums we offer.
                                                                                                          -lay-flat binding                                               The pages are substantially thicker                                                                                                          -lay-flat binding                                               The pages are substantially thicker

                                                                                                                                                                 and resistent to damage.

     Sizes:                                             8”x8” Copy Linen Allbum

                                                                                       

    Spreads:

8x8  (included
10x10 (+$150)
12x12 (+$250)

-20 spreads (40 pages) included
-additional spreads +$30

) -exact same layout and design as 
larger album.
-great for parent albums or gifts.



WEDDING DAY COVERAGE

Ideally, we begin wedding day coverage about
an hour before the bride puts her dress on.  
Jason meets up with the men and documents 
their getting ready process (whatever that may be), 
while Sara photographs the make up and hair
finishes, as well as the dress and other bridal finishes, as well as the dress and other bridal 
details.  We are there to capture genuine moments
as they naturally happen, and for the majority
of the day we are very hands off.

During portraits, it’s a little different. We give
subtle direction, working to bring creative
ideas to your natural interaction and create 
images that are unique and truly representativeimages that are unique and truly representative
of your personalities.
 
Our goal is to be able to give you back your 
wedding day better than you remember it.  

If that excites you, we will be a perfect fit.

ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS

This is a great way for us to all get to know 
each other.  Our goal is to have a fun time 
while creating the most incredible images 
we can for you.  Don’t be afraid to bring
your personalities into these shoots through
locations, pets or activities you lovelocations, pets or activities you love

Sessions are 1-2 hours and can be booked 
on weekdays.  We like to start about 2 hours 
before sunset for the best light.

ONLINE GALLERY HOSTING

A quick and easy way to not only download 
your images in full resolution, but share them 
with anyone you’d like.

Your online gallery will be the first place 
you receive your final images. The 
easy-to-navigate interface will allow you to easy-to-navigate interface will allow you to 
relive your memories as often as you want, 
and conveniently share them with those 
important to you. You will also be able to order
afordable, professional prints through this
gallery.  Your online gallery will be hosted a 
minimum of one year.

Description of Services



800.381.2604                                      WWW.CPTPHOTOGRAPHY.COM


